
10.1  Why are there natural kinds in the world?   

Natural kinds are natural kinds typically because they are relatively stable equilibrium 

configurations of components (atoms, snowflakes, rainforests, marriage, markets, villages, 

corporations);  results of specific processes involving other natural kinds (fire, volcanoes, tides, 

limestone, fever, urine, elections, punishment)  or because they are functional biological or 

social adaptations generated by feedback loops (lungs, eyes, shivering, agriculture, smelting, 

the wheel, clans, blood brotherhood, chiefs)—or, quite often, some combination of these 

dynamics (as many of these examples are).  Kama muta is all of these: an equilibrium 

configuration, a result of specific processes, and a functional adaptation. 

Nature comprises many fundamental symmetries, one result of which is that natural kinds often 

symmetrically contrast with other natural kinds (Bolender 2010).  There are matter and anti-

matter, positive and negative electrical charges, male and female, polygyny and polyandry, 

slaves and free people.  There are also multi-way contrasts beyond the binary, such as the 

nucleotides that compose DNA and RNA, or the basic systems of kinship nomenclature: 

Iroquois, Crow, Omaha, Eskimo, Hawaiian, Sudanese, and Dravidian (Morgan 1871).  The 

contrasts may create more complex patterns; for example, oxygen may be defined with respect 

to its position in the periodic chart.  Likewise, there kama muta occupies various symmetries.  

The kama muta psype contrasts with hypothesized psypes that respectively map intensifications 

of authority ranking, equality matching, and market pricing onto adaptive culturally-informed 

devotion and commitment to each of those relationships.  In other respects, the kama muta 

psype contrasts with the hypothesized psypes that take as their domain the need or appetite for 

CS, others’ transgression of CS, one’s own potential or actual transgression of CS, and the loss 

of CS (see Chapter 19).  The functions of these other psypes complement the kama muta 

psype, activating complementary adaptive motives to regulate other phases of the dynamics of 

CS.  The understanding of any natural kind prompts fruitful search for symmetrical kinds that 

contrast in key respects.  Conversely, the discovery of such symmetries illuminates the nature 

of each of the elements of the symmetry, while shedding light on the set as a whole.  For 

example, the discovery and understanding of the elements in the periodic table, and of the 

fundamental physical particles, have followed this extremely productive path.  Searching for the 

symmetries of kama muta is likely to be fruitful.    

The most stable natural kinds are entities that are over-determined: that is, they have multiple 

convergent causes.  For example, natural kinds may be results of two or more processes, be an 

interactional equilibrium on multiple parameters, have multiple adaptive functions, or, often, be 

all of these.  Typically the result his means that the interaction—the integration—among these 

determining factors synergistically stabilizes the natural kind beyond the stabilizing effects of the 

sum of the individual factors.  This is because while there may be many equilibria on one 

parameter or multiple adaptive peaks in respect to one adaptive function, there will be fewer 

points of coalescence where multiple parameters are at equilibrium, or multiple adaptations are 



near peaks.  The liver is a natural kind of organ in part because it performs multiple functions, 

and the performance of each is facilitated by and integrated with the performance of the others.  

The same is true at the level of the molecule, the cell, the organism, maternal care, or 

cooperative group living.  And the kama muta psype.   

Given the prestige of biological sciences, it is important to reiterate a crucial point. It will 

certainly be illuminating to discover whether and how kama muta involves µ-opioids, oxytocin or 

arginine vasopressin, the anterior agranular insulae, and unmyelinated C-afferents.  However, 

the validity of the claim that the psype mote as a ‘natural’ kind does not depend on establishing 

that it is invariantly realized in specific neural substrates and connections or chemical pathways.  

Probably kama muta psypes have neural and chemical causes, mediators, and effects that are 

closely integrated with their social and cultural causes, mediators, and effects.  But even if we 

never found any consistent neural or chemical mechanisms for kama muta, it could still be a 

perfectly valid natural kind.    


